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Abstract:

In this article the writer has described the importance the

prose of Muneer Niazi. The book is compiled by Dr.

Sumaira Ejaz. The book named "Kullyat-i-Nasr-i-Muneer

Niazi permanent poet of Urdu and Punjabi languages.

The data was dispersed in various books, literary and film

managers and newspapers. During and after completed

his doctorate. Thesis, the arranged maximum writings of

Muneer Niazi in this book. Muneer is one of those who

wrote on various aspact of life in these columns,

monologue even he wrote a short story and incompleted

novel.













 
























 

















 




 


 










 
 


 






 


 

 


 


 



 




 















 
   





 










   
 

 
  



























 



 









 




   













 









  




   



















 







 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 

 





